DELAWARE STATE BAR ASSOCIATION
E-DISCOVERY AND TECHNOLOGY LAW SECTION
MEETING MINUTES – TUESDAY, OCTOBER 17, 2017
Attendance: William Denny, Joan Kluger, Chuck Kunz, James Levine (Chair), Bruce
McCullough
1.

2.

Old Business
A.

The Minutes from the July 27, 2017, meeting was approved on motion by Bill and
second by Bruce.

B.

James reported for Sara Beth that planning is proceeding for the Section’s CLE
scheduled for November 14, 2017. Sara Beth and James each will moderate a
panel

C.

One the issue of a Section profile for the DSBA Journal, James and other Section
Chairs met with DSBA. This will be published by DSBA.

D.

James reported that the DSBA has modified its position to encouraging annual
contributions by several Sections to Delaware Law Review, instead of requiring
an annual contribution.

E.

Bruce reported that updates have been submitted for the Section web page. The
annual meeting was moved to April 10, 2018, at 8:30 a.m. at Pepper Hamilton.

New Business
A.

Section members made brief presentations on recent developments in e-discovery
and technology law.
i.

Chuck and Bill discussed the cyberstorm testing set for April 9-13, 2018,
that we discussed at our last meeting. The focus of the test will be on the
internet of things, specifically microprocessors. J.P. Morgan, DelDot,
Potter Anderson, Morris James, DTI, Delaware State Police, and Delaware
National Guard are participating. Additional signups remain available.

ii.

Joan discussed the continued development of blockchain technology.
There is a blockchain meetup this evening at The Mill in Wilmington.

iii.

James reported receiving a forwarded email from Mark Vavala at DSBA
passing along a suggestion from a member of the bar that a Section
develop a law that would require only the last four numeral of a social
security number be used for state transactions. We discussed which
government agencies have/need social security numbers. It was thought
that Christian Wright may be able to determine this. James will contact
the member of the bar who made the suggestion to gather additional

information.
Respectfully submitted,
Bruce W. McCullough, Secretary

